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All of the parts of my day that used energy:

Time Activity

6:00a Hydroponic farm turns on

7:15a Turned on lights for bathroom

7:18a Turned on lights in Kitchen

7:25a Turned on fish tank light

8:40a Plugged in laptop

9:15a Drive to Class

9:26a Plugged in laptop

12:00p Drove to lunch

12:15p Purchased lunch on register

12:35p Plugged in laptop

12:45p Drove Home

1:30p Plugged in laptop

3:00p Drove back to campus

3:20p Turned on office lights

3:30p Microwaved lunch

3:45p Turned on office lights

3:50p Ran dishwasher

5:00p Drove to grocery store

5:30p Used register

5:40p Drove back to campus

5:55p Logged onto classroom computer

5:55p Turned on classroom lights

7:10p Drove across campus

7:30p Sat through play

9:45p Drove home



10:00p Turned on lights

10:05p Preheated oven

10:10p Turned on TV

The energy from different parts of my day comes from different areas. At my home, I am

fortunate enough to have solar that powers the entire house, so all of that energy comes from our

solar panels on the roof of the home and the garage. At the university, UB currently generates

more than 400,000 kWh of solar energy onsite from the Solar Strand and Norton Hall, and

expects more solar panels soon from our REV initiatives. The rest of our energy is coming from

local power plants running on coal with small amounts of power coming from the Niagara Power

Plant. I would assume that the community organizations I visited today or interacted with also

draw their power from the local power plants as I do not think they have invested in solar yet for

their stores.

Tracking my energy usage for the entire day was a really opening experience for me. I

didn;t realize how much was actually used until I really began tracking. I think one of the most

disheartening aspects was not how much I used, but how much I had no control over or limited

control over. For example, at my University the lights are on constantly throughout the day and

are controlled centrally. This leads to the lights being on 24/7 or are motion sensored, but still

use much more energy than they need to. Also, some things just require energy, such as the fish

tank. Because it has a filter, it would be challenging to reduce its energy consumption without

hurting the animals environment.

I think my relationship with energy can be adjusted slightly, but throughout my learning

experience today, I also realize that it is challenging to remove a lot of the energy. As a full time

student I am constantly plugging in my laptop to have enough charge for my virtual textbooks

and for my classes and assignments. This makes it really hard to disconnect, because if I

disconnect, I am removing myself from my work and classes. It is also challenging to reduce the

amount of energy usage outside of my home, because many of the areas are centrally located and

the power is controlled individually. I do try to make an impact as best as I can and turn off lights

whenever I find a switch.



I can help others reduce their energy usage by making them aware of the many things we

do on a daily basis that uses energy. For me, this challenge opened my eyes to all of the items I

have plugged into my apartment and all of the places that have 24/7 running lights on campus. It

will take a lot of collaboration and commitment for people to really begin making impacts on our

energy consumption. Turning over the leaf from fossil fuels or coal based energy is one part, but

reducing our energy consumption is as, if not more important.








